
Contacts:  Nick Tiller - HR Admin (ntiller@foodfightinc.com) or Sarita Mannigel - HR Director 
(smannigel@foodfightinc.com) Phone: (608) 246-2719 

Insurance Benefits FAQ 

What is the requirement for enrolling on Food Fight’s insurance? 
In order to enroll on Food Fight’s insurance an employee must be averaging 30 hours per week. 
 
When will I be able to enroll in insurance? 
Employees are first measured for eligibility (working an average of 30 hours per week) after 60 days of 
employment. If an employee meets eligibility they will be offer to enroll in health and dental insurance. An 
employee may enroll in both coverages, one coverage, or waive all coverage.  
 
What if I am not averaging 30 hours per week after 60 days of employment? 
After 1 year of employment, employees will be measured a second time for eligibility. If an employee is averaging 
30 hours per week, they will be offered to enroll in medical and/or dental insurance.  
 
How will I be notified if I have become eligible?  
You will receive an email with information about coverage, and enrollment forms. Your managers will also have 
printed paper work you can fill out. Enrollment forms can be emailed to ntiller@foodfightinc.com or given to 
managers.  
 
How long do I have to decide if I want to enroll in insurance? 
Employees are notified roughly 1 week before the month they are eligible. They have until the end of the month 
their insurance will be effective to enroll, but if you miss a deduction on a pay check you will need to pay for a 
catch up deduction. Employees must enroll in the month they are first eligible for. 
 
What is Open Enrollment? 
Open Enrollment is a chance for anyone who was not eligible for the 60 day or 1 year measurements to get 
measured for insurance eligibility. It is also a chance for anyone who previously waived insurance to enroll (still 
must meet the 30 hour per week requirement). Employees currently enrolled can switch plans, add dependents, or 
keep the same coverage.  
(Please note insurance rates may change for the year following open enrollment) 
 
Who exactly is measured for eligibility during open enrollment? 
All employees who have been working for Food Fight for over 1 year, or are currently on insurance are measured.  
 
When is open enrollment?  
Employees will be measure for eligibility in May. During the month of June all employees who are eligible will need 
to log into HK and either enroll, or waive coverage (information on how this is done will be provided during open 
enrollment). Insurance will be effective the 1st of July. 
 
Can I enroll in insurance outside of the 60 day/1 year measurements, or open enrollment? 
In most cases no, but there are exceptions for qualifying events. The most common qualifying event is loss of other 
coverage. If you have a qualifying event, you will still need to meet the 30 hours per week eligibility requirement. 
You will also need to enroll the month immediately following your qualifying event. If you have a qualifying event 
you made need to provide certain documentation in order to enroll. For instance if your qualifying event is a loss of 
coverage, you will need to provide a certificate of credible coverage. Questions about qualifying events can be 
direct to managers or the contacts found below. 
 
What exactly is the coverage the Food Fights Insurance provides?  
If you are looking for informational documents about what coverage provides please call or email the below 
contacts or ask your manager for more information.   
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